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Abstract

In this paper, we test the METIS-II MT
system, from Dutch to English, under sev-
eral experimental conditions: a verbatim
condition in which word by word dictio-
nary translations are used, a condition in
which the effect of adding a target lan-
guage corpus lookup is measured, and the
effect of adding a few transfer rules to this.
The results indicate that the addition of
transfer rules clearly improves our system,
but we find somewhat surprising results in
the verbatim condition.

1 Introduction

The METIS-II system1 is a corpus-based machine
translation system, which does not make use of a
parallel corpus, but instead uses shallow source
language analysis, a dictionary, some mapping
rules, and a target language corpus.

The METIS-II baseline approach to machine
translation from Dutch to English consists of the
following steps:

As our source-language model, we use a shal-
low source language analysis, which consists of
the following steps:

� tokenisation,

� PoS-tagging, using TnT (Brants, 2000), with
the D-CoI tag set (Van Eynde, 2005), allow-
ing several tag alternatives, each with their
own weight,

� lemmatisation, through lexicon lookup using
the CGN-lexicon (Piepenbrock, 2002),

1Supported by the 6th European Framework Programme,
FP6-IST-003768

� chunking, using ShaRPa2.0 (Vandeghinste,
2003, 2005), including head detection,

� clause detection.

For the translation model, the mapping be-
tween the source-language tag set and the target-
language tag set is done by a many-to-many map-
ping of the source-language tag set onto the target-
language tag set (CLAWS52), and the use of a
bilingual dictionary that is lemma-based. The ef-
fect of the addition of some transfer rules (which
also belong to the translation model) is investi-
gated in this paper.

The basic unit used in the METIS-II approach
is the lemma, as this reduces the number of dictio-
nary entries, as well as the data sparsity.

Several translation candidate bags are gener-
ated, each consisting of lower-level bags, with
each bag representing a source-language chunk,
clause or sentence. A bag is an unordered list.

In the target-language model, these bags are
matched bottom up with a target language corpus
(in our case, the BNC), which results in target-
language chunks, clauses, or sentences with a
weight, based on how well they match with the
corpus, allowing us to order several translation
candidates for each source-language part.

For this, we preprocessed the BNC by lem-
matizing it with a reversible lemmatizer (Carl,
Schmidt, and Schütz, 2005), chunking it with
ShaRPa2.0, and detecting the clauses with a rule-
based clause detector. The resulting chunks are
put in a psql3 database, organised by chunk type,
and indexed on the heads, to allow fast informa-
tion retrieval.

2http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucrel/claws5tags.html
3http://www.postgres.org



In a final stage, the target-language tokens are
generated, based on the translated lemmas and
mapped tags (Carl et al., 2005).

For more details on this approach, see Dirix,
Vandeghinste, and Schuurman (2007).

This approach works fine for noun phrases and
prepositional phrases, even allowing us to select
the correct translation candidate amongst several
possibilities offered by the bilingual dictionary.

Although for related languages, word-to-word
translations could give a reasonable outcome (cf
section 3), this is not always true. Dutch has
a rather specific sentence structure, especially in
subclauses. Since we only use shallow analysis,
there are too many parts of a sentence to be or-
dered and selected from amongst a set of alter-
natives. Furthermore, the probability of finding
a match in the corpus is reduced because of the
large number of lemmas that need to be found in
the same sentence or clause. Sentence and clause
level structures are less likely to be the same in
Dutch and in English than noun and prepositional
phrases.

To map the sentence or clause structure of the
source language onto the sentence or clause struc-
ture of the target language we introduced a num-
ber of transfer rules to the translation model. It is
the effect of these transfer rules we describe in this
paper.

2 Transfer rules

The following transfer rules were introduced to
better map the source-language sentence structure
to the target-language sentence structure.

These rules are source-language-dependent, but
are implemented as such that, for a different
source language with the same phenomena as the
current source language, the rules should be trig-
gered as well. This means that the conditions
on which the rules fire are using properties in
terms of target language words (the translation of
the Dutch trigger words from the dictionary) and
target-language tags.

2.1 Verb-group treatment
What we consider a verb group is any sequence of
verbs, possibly with a negation inbetween. This
is a useful way of chunking for tenses like the
present perfect, which consist of an auxiliary and a
past participle. In Dutch, the auxiliary and the past
participle can be separated, while in English they

stay together (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002). So,
after each word from our source sentence has been
translated, but our sentence is still in the source
language structure, we detect if, within the same
clause, we find an auxiliary and a past participle,
so we can put them in the same verb group. This
makes sure that in our target sentence, they stay
together, as words belonging to the same chunk
should never be separated by the target language
model.

Example
Dutch Hij

���������
de wedstrijd � �
	������
 .

lit. ��������� ���������������� "! .
English He

��#�$%	���
the game.

The resulting verb group bag contains the aux-
iliary and past participle, which are then put in
target-language order, using the target-language
corpus lookup, in the same way as it is used for
e.g. NP matching.

2.2 The Dutch tense system4

As in most West Germanic languages, the Dutch
indicative only has two non-compound tenses: the
present and the imperfect active tense. The sub-
junctive is only used in a few archaic expressions
and is not considered here. The imperative and the
infinitive only have one, non-compound form.

All other tenses of the indicative are composed
of an auxiliary and the past participle or the in-
finitive. For the future tense and the conditional
tense, it is simple: the present resp. imperfect
tense of the verb zullen, followed by the infinitive.
The passive voice of these four tenses is formed,
of course only for transitive verbs, by the appro-
priate forms of worden, combined with the past
participle.

The perfect tenses are generally formed with
hebben and the past participle in the active voice
and zijn and the past participle in the passive voice.
An example of all 1st persons singular of these
type of verbs is shown in tables 1 and 2. However,
some intransitive verbs, esp. verbs that change the
state of the subject, have an active form with zijn
(cf table 3). Some verbs, e.g. ophouden can have
both, while verbs of motion have zijn or hebben
depending on the context and the meaning.

4For an elaborated overview, see e.g. Haeseryn, Romijn,
Geerts, De Rooij, and Van den Toorn (1997)



Table 1: Active tenses of slaan (to hit)

present ik sla
imperfect ik sloeg
future ik zal slaan
conditional ik zou slaan
present perfect ik heb geslagen
past perfect ik had geslagen
future perfect ik zal geslagen hebben
conditional perfect ik zou geslagen hebben

Table 2: Passive tenses of slaan (to hit)

present ik word geslagen
imperfect ik werd geslagen
future ik zal geslagen worden
conditional ik zou geslagen worden
present perfect ik ben geslagen
past perfect ik was geslagen
future perfect ik zal geslagen zijn
conditional perfect ik zou geslagen zijn

Table 3: Active tenses of groeien (to grow [intran-
sitive])

present ik groei
imperfect ik groeide
future ik zal groeien
conditional ik zou groeien
present perfect ik ben gegroeid
past perfect ik was gegroeid
future perfect ik zal gegroeid zijn
conditional perfect ik zou gegroeid zijn

2.3 Tense mapping

When translating e.g. a present perfect, translating
the words which form this tense does not result
in an accurate translation. The correct translation
depends on a number of factors. The rules per-
forming these transformations are described in the
following sections.

Note that the rules mentioned in this section are
not an exhaustive list of the tense mapping phe-
nomena which are required for optimal translation
quality, but they can be considered as a first step
towards bridging the gap between the source lan-
guage and the target language.

2.3.1 zijn + past participle

In Dutch, there are two auxiliaries which can be
used to form an active present or past perfect, zijn
[E: to be] and hebben [E: to have], depending on
the past participle, while in English only have can
be used in the active form, while be is used in the
passive form.

In Dutch, a past participle that combines with
zijn can also be the passive form, when in the ac-
tive form the past paticiple combines with hebben.

So, after translation of the words in the verb
group, we look for the occurrence of to be (in finite
form) combined with a past participle. As we do
not know whether it concerns an active or passive
form in the source language, we do not remove
the translation candidate be, but we add two ad-
ditional translation candidates for the verb group
bag: in the first additional candidate we replace
the auxiliary to be with the auxiliary to have; while
in the second additional candidate we generate the
auxiliaries for a present or past perfect continuous,
to have in finite form and be in its past participle
form.

Examples
Dutch De trein & $ vertrokken
lit. '(���)��*���+,!-+�� ./�(0(�
English The train

��#�$
left

Dutch Het onderzoek & $ tegen hem gericht
lit. '(���1+,!�2����"��+����3�4+3 3!1+��

�3����+,!4�����4+
�-��+
�4�65
English The investigation & $ aimed against

him
Dutch Het boek & $ gevonden
lit. '(���87� / 39-+�� 0/ 3:�!�5
English The book

��#�$<;=���

found

It is up to the target language model to decide
which of these three alternatives gets the highest
weight, according to the frequency of occurence
in the target language corpus.

2.3.2 hebben + past participle

In Dutch, the auxiliary hebben is used in active
form only, and is translated by the dictionary into
to have, which is the correct auxiliary in English
active present or past perfect tense, so no transfor-
mations apply.



2.3.3 worden + past participle

In Dutch, the auxiliary worden is used in pas-
sive form only, while the dictionary lookup will
translate worden into to get. So we need an ex-
tra translation candidate, when it combines with a
past participle. A verb group bag containing the
auxiliary to be and the past participle is generated,
with the tense, number and person features of wor-
den. This is then matched with the corpus.

In the following examples, the first one shows
the use of worden as a regular non-auxiliary verb,
while in the second example worden is the auxil-
iary for the passive form.

Examples
Dutch Het

	���>3?(�
donker

lit. @��A���6��� 5��6*�9
English It � �
�B$ dark
Dutch Hij

	���>"?(�
genoemd als de nieuwe

premier
lit. ���)���6��� !����4�65C���D�����8!��3�E *�+
�4�F�G+�!4+������6*
English He & $ named as the new prime

minister

It is, again, up to the target language model to
select the correct alternative, based on the target
language corpus.

2.3.4 Continuous tenses

In Dutch, the continuous tenses are expressed
with the appropriate form of zijn, followed by aan
het + infinitive, e.g.:

Example
Dutch Ik

;=�
H#/#(I���
�J>6�
�G�

.

lit. @����-�6�A�(���)*�:�! K
English I

#�LM>�N�� &  � .

Replacing at the O VVI P 5 with a continuous
tense has not yet been implemented.

The Dutch continuous tenses are not used nearly
as much as the English ones. This means a lot of
the simple Dutch tenses have to be translated into
continuous tenses in English, e.g.

5VVI is the CLAWS5 tag for a verb in the infinitive

Example
Dutch Terwijl ik door de straat QR& �BS ,...
lit. T/�4+6.��1@U����*� 3:/���V�����C�"�/*��/�3�

����.39��65 W
KXKYK
English While I

	�#�$%	�# Q[Z�&  � through
the street,...

The solution is to add a mapping rule for the
continuous form next to each simple form for all
verb mapping rules. It is up to the target language
corpus to select the appropriate form. This has not
been implemented yet.

2.3.5 hebben / zijn + infinitive + infinitive
In Dutch, like in German, a temporal auxil-

iary (hebben or zijn) which is usually followed by
a past participle, can come with an infinitive in-
stead, when a third verb comes into play. This
phenomenon is known as Infinitivus Pro Participio
(IPP). In English, however, a temporal auxiliary
should always be followed by a past participle.

Examples
Dutch Ik

����;
hem

S�>"�3;=�
>3�
\�]�U;^� Q_Q �

lit. @<���32�� ��+
�1��*/`V�� Ca(�/.�.
English I b�c"d"eVf_g^hiekjlfnm-okc"pqp him

We will implement a rule that will be triggered
when a temporal auxiliary is followed by at least
two infinitives. In that case, the first infinitive will
be realised as a past participle, and no extra trans-
lation candidate will be generated.

2.4 OTI Mapping

In Dutch, there is a construction we call the om te-
infinitive (OTI). It is a verbal projection, which is
introduced by the preposition om. The construc-
tion contains a te-infinitive, which is chunked as
such in our source language, and which can be
translated as to + infinitive, but the introducing om
is not translated.

Example
Dutch Hij speelt

��L
de wedstrijd

�B�
	 & JG�
 .

lit. ��� E ./�3`��)r �(���)�����4�8�� 8��+�!
English He plays

�s�D	 &  the game.

In this case, the rules do not add an extra transla-
tion candidate, but they modify the existing trans-
lation candidate.



2.5 Mapping towards like to + infinitive

In Dutch, we use the adverb graag to express the
same idea as the English verb like. We map the
verb which is modified by graag onto the infinitive
following like to, and we map the tense, number,
and person of that verb onto the English like. To
trigger this rule, we added the translation like to
O VVI P to the entry graag in our dictionary.

Example
Dutch Hij t 	V�
LI� � >"#/# � .
lit. ���C���4+
�J�<��+3./.�+�!���.6` K
English He Qu&]Z ��$v�]��$w	 & L .

In this case, we add a translation candidate, and
leave it up to the target language corpus to decide
which translation gets the highest weight.

2.6 do insertion

When expression a negation in English, the verb
do is inserted, combined with the negator not,
for nearly all verbs. Only the auxiliaries and the
modal verbs (e.g. will, shall, can, must, may,
ought) can be negated without inserting do.

In Dutch every verb can be negated by the ad-
verb niet. So to avoid generating a word by word
translation, we insert do into the verb group, tak-
ing the tense, person and number from the Dutch
verb, while the translation of that Dutch verb is put
in the infinitive.

Example
Dutch Ik t3& � hem

 & �
�
lit. @A�6�/� ��+w�C!� 3�
English I

?��DJ���x$,���
him

In this case, we do not add an translation candi-
date, but modify the current translation candidate.

do insertion is also necessary in the case of
questions and imperatives, but this is not yet im-
plemented.

3 The experiment

We wanted to know what the effect was of adding
these transfer rules, so we performed an experi-
ment on our system, to see if the addition of these
rules enhances the BLEU (Papineni, Roukos,
Ward, Zhu, 2001) and NIST (Doddington, 2002)
scores.

3.1 Methodology

All experimental results are the outcome of send-
ing the test set in batch mode to our translation
system, with a beam width of 20. The beam width
is the cut off point: when there are more than 20
alternatives, the system ranks them, according to
their weight, and cuts off the list at the first alter-
native with a weight lower than the 20th alterna-
tive.

3.1.1 The test set

We have a test set of 50 Dutch sentences, se-
lected from newspaper texts, with three human ref-
erence translations. These sentences are selected
as such that they contain a number of classical dif-
ficult MT issues, of which a non-exhaustive list
can be found in Vandeghinste, Schuurman, Carl,
Markantonatou and Badia (2006).

This test set cannot be considered as a represen-
tative test set, as it is too small. But as it covers
several difficult MT issues, it can be considered
as somewhat similar to the test point method for
automated machine translation evaluation, as de-
scribed by Yu (1993). The resulting BLEU and
NIST scores cannot be compared to the scores of
other machine translation systems, but they can be
compared to the scores by the same system on the
same test set.

3.1.2 Experimental conditions

We have three experimental conditions:

The ‘verbatim’ condition In the verbatim con-
dition, source language analysis is performed, and
the tag mapping rules and dictionary are used. No
use is made of the target-language model as we
did not use the target-language corpus. Only part
of the translation model is used as we did not
use any transfer rules. This results in the gener-
ation of lots of translations: a combination of all
the translations coming from the dictionary, in the
source-language order. As we did not use the tar-
get language corpus, these translations all receive
the same weight.

The ‘no-rules’ condition In this condition, we
test the accuracy of our system, when using source
language analysis, the tag mapping rules and the
dictionary, and bags are matched with the tar-
get language corpus to allow lexical selection and
word reordering.



The ‘transfer’ condition This condition tests
the system under the same conditions as the ’no-
rules’ condition, but with the transfer rules, as de-
scribed in section 2

3.2 Results

We calculated BLEU and NIST scores for all three
conditions. Our system generates several trans-
lation alternatives (dependent on the beam size,
which is 20 for all tests described in this pa-
per), each with a weight. The top-weight transla-
tions are those translations that receive the highest
weight.

As our system is not always capable of generat-
ing only one best translation, we present two types
of results:

The average results are the average BLEU and
NIST scores of all the top-weight translations gen-
erated for that test sentence under that condition.

The best results are the highest BLEU and NIST
scores of all the top-weight translations generated
for that test sentence under that condition. These
can be considered as the highest possible scores
we could achieve for a sentence, when all lexical
selection would be perfect.

The difference between the average and best
scores is largest in the ‘verbatim’ condition. This
is due to the fact that many more top-weight trans-
lation alternatives are generated under this con-
dition, as our weighting system uses target lan-
guage corpus information to perform lexical selec-
tion and word reordering. In the ‘verbatim’ condi-
tion, as there is no lexical selection, all word trans-
lations that are generated by the dictionary receive
the same weight. As this leads to a combinatorial
explosion, a maximum of 1000 translation alterna-
tives was investigated.

The average number of top-weight translations
in the ‘verbatim’ condition was more than 377
translations per test sentence (with a maximum
of 1000 translations per test sentence!), while in
the ‘no-rules’ condition, the average was 2, and in
the ‘transfer’ condition, the average was 2.5 top-
weight translations per test sentence.

Note that in the figures, you can see the scores
for all fifty test sentences, while the average score
of the test set is in bold and dashed.

3.2.1 Average BLEU and NIST scores
The results for the average BLEU and NIST

scores, as shown in table 4 and figures 1 and 2
reveal the progress made by our system.

Figure 1: Average BLEU Scores

Figure 2: Average NIST Scores

Table 4: Average BLEU and NIST scores for the
three conditions

verbatim no-rules transfer
BLEU 0.1776 0.2466 0.3024
NIST 6.1737 6.3800 7.0393

From ‘verbatim’ to ‘transfer’ a relative rise in
BLEU score of more than 41% was reached. In
NIST score this rise was more than 12% relative.

The difference in rise between the BLEU and
NIST scores is due to the fact that NIST hardly
gives any credit for correct word order, whereas
BLEU gives too much credit for getting 3- and 4-
grams right, overriding the contribution from uni-
grams (Zhang, Vogel, and Waibel, 2002).

The addition of ‘transfer’ rules, compared with
the ‘no-rules’ condition leads to a relative rise of
18% in BLEU score and 9% in NIST score.

For some sentences, the generated translations
degrade when adding the transfer rules. We need
to further investigate these cases, and probably ap-
ply more strict conditions as to when the transfer
rules fire.

In all, these results show that the addition of the
transfer rules increases the system’s performance.



Figure 3: Best BLEU Scores

Figure 4: Best BLEU Scores

3.2.2 Best BLEU and NIST scores
The results for the best BLEU and NIST scores,

as shown in table 5 and figures 3 and 4 are some-
what surprising.

Table 5: Best BLEU and NIST scores for the three
conditions

Verbatim ‘no rules’ Transfer
BLEU 0.4669 0.2740 0.3486
NIST 8.9051 6.6103 7.3500

We find that, by performing word by word
translations, there are translations among the
(huge) list of translation alternatives, which yield
better BLEU and NIST scores than the best scores
in the other conditions.

As these best scores show the potential of the
system under a certain condition, it shows that
source language word order information should be
included in the target language model, as the trans-
lation alternative with the highest BLEU/NIST
score was generated in the ‘verbatim’ condition,
where no target-language lookup was performed,
and where each lexical alternative from the dictio-
nary receives equal weight.

This is, of course, due to the fact that Dutch and
English are closely related languages, and is not
generalisable to translation pairs of more distant
languages. Furthermore, note that we allow all
permutations and have no chance to select a bet-
ter one amongst those.

Currently we do not use any source language
word order information, apart from the source lan-
guage analysis.

While these results degrade when going from
‘verbatim’ to ‘no-rules’, and from ‘verbatim’ to
‘transfer’, there is still a relative improvement
when going from ‘no-rules’ to ‘transfer’ of more
than 21% in BLEU score and 10% in NIST score.

This shows that, when using corpus-based lexi-
cal selection and word reordering, the addition of
transfer rules still leads to improvement.

The difference between average scores as de-
scribed in section 3.2.1, and the result described in
this section are a lot smaller for the ‘no-rules’ and
‘transfer’ conditions than for the ‘verbatim’ con-
dition, as there are much less proposed top-weight
translations in those conditions.

4 Conclusion and future directions

The most surprising findings from the experiment
presented in this paper are the high scores for the
highest scoring translation alternative in the condi-
tion in which we apply word for word translation.
From these results, we can conclude that, for the
language pair at hand (Dutch-English), the use of
source-language word order information holds po-
tential.

In our current system, lexical selection and
word order information are derived from the
target-language corpus using corpus matching
weights as described in Dirix et al. (2007). In a
future update of our system, we will separate the
lexical selection from the word order information,
so we can investigate the full potential of combin-
ing lexical selection, with source language word
order information.

Apart from this, the addition of a few transfer
rules to our ‘no-rules’ system clearly improves the
output. Not only are the BLEU and NIST scores
considerably higher than in our ‘no-rules’ system,
the output becomes much more readable.

In the few cases where the performance de-
creases, we will investigate the reasons for this,
which might result in applying more restrictions
as to when the rules fire.



The addition of a few more rules can improve
the system further: do insertion in the imperative
mode and in yes/no questions is not yet imple-
mented, and neither is the tense mapping towards
continuous tenses, nor the handling of IPP.

The handling of coordinating conjunctions is
still an issue, as our source language analysis does
not have a good performance on detecting the
scope of a coordination, which can lead to false
translations. This is difficult to solve as we are
only using shallow source language analysis.

We are currently updating our corpus, as we no-
ticed that some mistakes have been made in the
corpus preprocessing. We expect results to im-
prove after this update has been done.

We will apply subject detection both on the sen-
tence level and on the clause level. This will re-
duce the number of possible permutations, and
hence reduce the number of output translations. It
will also speed up the translation process, as less
translation candidates will have to be investigated.

In all, we can conclude that the addition of a few
rules to our data-driven system clearly improves
performance. Not sticking to one paradigm, be it
rule-based or corpus-based, but combining ideas
coming from both worlds leads to better results.
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